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COUR'JE: r!LS'i.v:Ib'cijON PROCEDURES

This course covers the processing of ,:.lerchandLse from the producer to the

ultimate :lonsumer. It Lncludes i.hsrcct!on inuerpretzing and completing

the many documents needed to procss ;fficiently and rapidly.

RATIONALE:

The processing of merchandise i n 'integral ti part of the marketing

and distr1bution Xnouledge of correct rirchande distribution procedures
is necessary In :post: cc_cpaLic;Is n LoLh TAJ, retailing.

PREREQUISITES:

Communication skills at level E.
Course 27.01 The Distribution System.

OBJECTIVE:

Identify prccju, .s :ed to process merchandise did correctl enter

information c n si"Ippins, receiving, and purchase documents

RESOTIRCES:

A resource list 6ttached.

Principal Aut;-or(s):
T. Preston, B. Egan
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

Complete each unit in this course as required for tue occupational level you
have chosen, as specified in the Student Work Plan.

UNIT TITLES:

.01 Shipping

.02 Receiving, Checking and Marking

.03 Stockkeeping

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Score 80% or better on the course test.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

Upon completing this course, contact the instructor and d{ cuss the next course

to take.
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RESOURCE LIST

Printed Materials

1. Physical Distribution. Lawrence A. Wbish, Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1969.

2. Receiving, Checking and Marking_. Kely ?itch, Distributive Education
Instructional Materials Laboratory, University of Texas at Austin, 1972.

3. Stockkee in . Pauline W. Burbrink, Distributive Education Instructional
Materials Laboratory, University of Texas at Austin, 1972.

Audio/Visuals

1. Receivinci, Checking and Markin y Merchandise. International Film

Bureau, 1970.

Equipment

1. Projector, 35 mm filmstrip, Singer-Graflex or equivalent.

t.)
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Student: File Code-
27.02.00.00.A2-2

Date: Date Published: 8/5/75

COURSE POST TEST: :,7_r-:WrD1SE DISTRIBUTION PROCEDURES

1. Moving, handling, and storing goods frc:in producer to user is called:

a. physical distribution.
b. consignment.
c. common carrier.
d. shipping.

2. A product that is available when and wh,:re peo,;)IE! v.iant it, through physical

distribution, has an added:

a. efficiency.
b. safety.
c. convenience.
d. value.

3. The company that transports the shipment to its destination is called the:

3 . shipper.
b. carrier.
c. consignee.
d. consigner.

4. The company to whom the shipment is sent is called

a. consigner.
b. consignee.
c. shipper .
d. carrier.

5. Warehousing is the process of ,Lc1-;ric-: end:

a. physical distribution.
b. receiving department.
c. protecting goods.
d. consignee
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27.02.01.02

6. The basic and most in-ipoctant tri-insporL-Ition coci,mc:ni. is called the:

a. bill of iac!:IIg.
b. memorandum.
c. shipping order.
d . freight oil!.

7. The second copy of a bill of 1,,ciing is given to:

a. the carrier.
b. the consignee.
c. the shipper.

. the receiving de.partment.

8. The Copy of the Lill ,if

a. the shipper.
b. the carrier.
c. the consianee.
d . the warehouse department.

ri ,n to-

9. What type of bill of lading is used when the shipment is destined to a consignee
who will pay for the shipment?

a. a uniform government bill of lading
b. a uniform order bill of lading
c. a uniform ocean bill of lading
d. a uniform straight bill of lading

10. The carrier uses a document to help it keep track of shipments mo%,ing over its

routes; it is c;-.alicd a:

a. bit'
H. freight bill.
c. way bill.
d . an on--hand notice.

27.02.01.03

11. The largest object used when packing and shipping is called a:

a. container.
b. box.
c. carton.
d . bag.
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27.02.01.03 (continued)

12. 24 candy bars would be packed in a:

a. bag.
b. carton.
c. box.
d. container.

13. Of the three types of packages discussed in "Shipping Containers," the shipping
and receiving clerk needs to be most familiar with various types of:

a. bags.
b. cartons.
c. containers.
d. boxes.

14. For protecting fragile shipments, which type of fiberboard box is commonly used?

a. plastic coated solid
b. solid
c. wax coated solid
d. corrugated

15. Regulations for classing boxes that will be shipped by truck are found in the:

a . Consignee's Waybill .
b. Uniform Freight Classification.
c. Shipping Clerk's Handbill.
d. National Motor Freight Classification.

27 . 02 .01 .04

16. Which ty...)e of c,--rier has more regulations on it than the others?

a. contract
b. common
c. private
d. exempt

17. One-third of all motor freight tr.,nnag is handled by:

a. private carriers.
b. contract carriers.
c. common carriers.
d exr-.rn!.-t carriers.
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27.02.01.014 (continued)

18. Which of the following carriers must charge a fixeci rate, operate over fixed
routes, and serve any shipper?

a. contract carries
b. common carrier
c. private carrier
d. exempt carrier

19. The initials of an independent government agency that has the power to regulate
common carriers arid freight forwarders ent.4aged in interstate commerce are:

(.1. FBI.
b. LTL.

TI...
. ICC .

20. How many basic transportation factors are there when you ore deciding which
type of carrier you want to haul goods for you?

a. 4
b. 2

c. 1

d .

27.02.01.05

21. Providing pickup and delivery service for the smTill shipper is doi,e by the:

a. retailer.
b. truck companies.
c. wholesaler.
d . freight forwLirder,

22. Pickup and delivery service for small shippers with less than a full truckload
is called a:

a. live-haul.
b. consignee.
c. CL.
d . TI.

23. Pipelines specialize in carrying liquid bulk products, such as oil. The one
carrier least suited to carrying

a. the pipeline.
b. the rail.
c. water.
d the truck. 9
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27.02.01.05 (continued)

2'4. TOFC stands for:

a. abbreviation for the four types ut transportation.
b transportation office and freight center.
c. interstate commerce resriction agency.
d. piggyback service offered by railroads.

26. Carriers thae '. specializ., in consolidating LCL or LTL shipments of various ship-
pers into CL or TL lots are:

a. consignees.
b. pipelines.
c. freight forwarders.
d. carload freights.

27.0 .02.01

26. Who supervises receiving, checking, and marking operations in the small store?

a. any employee in the store
b. receiving clerk
c. manager
d . traffic manager

27. Who does not supervise receiving, checking, and i.;r.irking operations in a large
store?

a. traffic manager
b. receiving clerk
c. manager
d . receiving superintendent

28. When a store 11,_1. a warehouse or service center, what goods is usually not re-
ceived there?

a. lawn supplies
b. furniture:
c. ready-to-wear items
d . hardware

29. In large stores, one of the three genera layout arrangements that nay be used
in a race: ing department

a. storing closets.
b. shPlves.
c. a stationary table layout.
d, warehouses.

10
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27.02.02.01 (continued)

30. To move merchandise in between i-loc,rs in large stores what is used?

a. vertical lifts
b_ elevators
c. :gravity chutes
d. gravity conveyors

27.02.02.02

31. Once the purchase requisition is signed, to whorl; do you send it?

a. to the retailer
b. to the wholesaler
c. to the shipping clerk

to the purchasine.i ac,Hnt

32. To whom do you send the completed purchase order?

a. to the purchasing agent
b. to the manager for final approval
c. to the vendor
d . to the receiving agent

33. To whom will the warehouse manager give the stock requisition?

a. to the carrier
b. to the vendor
c. ITO the material handler
d . to the store manager

34. When neither the invoice nor the order form is oiven to the checkrr when unpack-
ing merchandise, this type of check is calleJ:

a. direct check.
b. blind check.
c. quality check.
d . packing slip check.

35. Which function below is not part or t.1:-Iction of the :-tom in a large
store?

a. receiving boxes
b. opening boxes
c. checking merchandise
d. markinc.; merchandise

11
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36. package shouid %-tien a bunch comes in?

it doesn't matter which Gpc:::ri rirsf
The largest cc.
Th e. smallest one.

one Vs 0C pc)-.=k ;or.:

d.

;>.

r-

shiorlent of goods is shipp.,:c shortage, claims fol..
wwt!d first co to the:

carrier
chipper
Li)nsignee.

of !

1.);- 0( yp

From the waybill.
From the IDi l! of ladincl.

rom the packing slip.
From the invoice.

iOU of a fc,'-ro is used fe credit or rt.-7;!Irn of goods fo thc:. vendor?

eport form.
',!ay-bi
C,arce back ;ona .

of lading.
, .

L.:ing ! t) ; i

tHe cc-:c to. 1-.;.:ric: it..

noor ft c of

Y4.75

CC;1- is

;

2

r
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27.02.02.014 (continued)

42. One type of rubber stamp is:

a. squared.
b. raised.
c. band.
d. egged.

43. The ideal ticket for marking shirts, jackets, suits, and other garments is the:

a. folding pin ticket.
b. gum ticket.
c. hole ticket.
d . ring seal ticket.

414. Which item below is not a reason for remarki-i merchandise?

a. When merchandise is moved on the selling floor.
b. Returned merchandise.
c. Mark downs.
d . Markups.

45. In large stores. when a price change occurs in the merchandise, a report is

filled out by the:

a. store manager.
b. buyer.
c. general manager.
d . department supervisor.

27.02.03.01

46. The term that re.f.ers to the handling of merchandise within the stoce and moving
it from one place to another as needed is:

a. stockkeeping.
b. marking.
c. receiving.
d . shipping.

147. One type of outflow of merchandise that the buyer supervises and authorizes is:

a. transfer of good 5 to another department for sel:ing.
b. fast moving goods.
r reserve stock.
d. warehouse stock.

13
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27.02.03.01 (continueu)

27.02.00.00.A2-2

48. When a stockroom is located in a small room along he outside walls of the store,
this is called:

a. a decentralized stockroom.
b. a centralized stockroom.
c. a receiving stockroom.
d . a marking stockroom.

49. For ease in moving merchandise, a stockroom should be placed so as to move
merchandise in a:

a. one-way plan.
b. t%.,u-way plan.
c. cross traffic plan.
d . small confined stockroom.

50. The II st common piece of equipment fr.),- moving boxes and L.ales of merchandise
in a retail store is the:

a. two-wheeled truck.
b. four- wheeler: truck.
c. conveyor truck.
d . movable table.

27.02.03.02

51. The location of the fast movina items is

a. in the department that it belongs in on the yelling floor.
b. on the top shelves.
c. in movable baskets and tables.
d. in the lower or near the aisles..

52. Space Ir. is Most :-:1"i',21ei-,;_y used wit.r1;

a. movable lines.
stationary tables.

c. adjustable shelves.
d. trucks and

53. Why should merchandise he c-iven adeLlu=-1t.e spT,!ce when storing H s:o(i-;rur)r-n?

a. To prevent damag e
b. To prevent a lire hazerd.

d To be able t(:) ker-tp

I4

T-1 has
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27.02.03.02 (continued)

54. What percent of any store's accidents could be avoided if management and the
workers were more safety conscious?

a. 2%.

. b. 50%.

C. 80%.

d. 100%.

55. The most importa;--;t rule to keep irt mind when lifting is to:

a. use leg muscles.
b. use back muscles.
c. use arm muscles.
d. use arm and back muscles

27.02.03.03

56. The retationalip between stocks and sales in dollar stock ,::ontrol is usually
checked at:

a. semi-annual intervals.
b. monthly intervals.
c. annual intervals.
d . weekly Intervals.

57. How many general types of work control are there?

a. Twenty.
b. Two.
c. Fifteen.
d . Five.

58. Most store E take a physical r.,.entory of the merchandise in stuck least:

a. once a year.
b. four times a year.
C. twice a year.
d . three times a year.

The system which will not detect stock shortages is:

dissection or classification .a department.
b. ne.riodic inventory sales analysis.
c. '-:-)a.secl on the ;

'o=.3s eci t 5 o Ci )7.
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27.02.03.03 (continued)

60. The method that differs from all others of stock control in that it endeavors to

trace each piece of merchandise and record the successive steps in its handling
from the time the order is placed until the order is soli is:

a. sales analysis stock control.
b. model or basic stock control.
c. unit control.
d. dissection or classification control.



COURSE PRETEST ANSWER KEY: MERCHANDISE DISTRIBUTION PROCEDURES

Occupational Area:
File Code:
Name:

27.02.00.00.A2-2

ANSWERS

.02.01.01 1. a 27.02.01.05 21. d 27.02.02.04 41. a

2. d
22. 42. c

3. b 23. d 43. d

4. 24. d 44. a

5. c_
25. 45. b

'.02.01.02 6. a 27.02.02.01 26. c 27.02.U3.01 46. c

7. a 27. c 47. a

8. r 28. 48. b

9. d 29. 49. a

10. c 30. a 0. d

7.02.01.03 11. a 27.02.02.02 Vii. d 27.02.03.02 51. d

12. b 32. c 52.

13. d 33. c 53. a

14.
b 54.

15. d 35. a 55. D

!7.02.01.04 16. b 27.02.02.03 36. d 27.02.03.0? Si. b

17.
37. b

1F.
314 d ,

C

19.
19.

C f!) .

2(1, a . b 1;9. C
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Oci.:!...ipaticrial Area:

File Coda:

"4.

)7.0").00.00.A2-2

1

.02.01.o! 27.02.01.u3

ANSWERS

Li 11 .02 04 41.

42.

a

c

23. d 43. d

24. 44. U

25. 45.

ci 27.02.02,01 26. c 27.02.03 41 46. c

27. c 47. a

8. 46.

21J. 40.

30 . 50. d

7.02.01 27.02.02.02 d 27.02 .0?) 02

32. c

33. c

34.

d 35.

7.02.01.0L 27.32.02.03 d

0

:10.

JI

!JO
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Fill Code:
Narne:
Family Pay Number

COURSE TEST ANSWER SHEET

EELEQf
27.02.00.00 A2-2

ANSWERS

Sex M F (Circle 1)

0201 05 04
. A 21. o 41.A

D 22. A 42.0

3. B 23. D 43.D

4. 24. D 44. A

25.0 45.B
02 0202 0203

6. A 26. C 46. C

7. 27. C 47.A

8. C 28. C. 48. B

9, D 29. C 49. A

10. C 30. A 50. D
03 02

11. A 31. D 51.D

12. 32. C 52.0

130 33. C 53. a,

14. 34. B 54.n

15. 35. A 55 .

04 03
16. e 36. 0 56. E,

17. C 37. B 5.7.

18. B 38. 5R. C_

C_ A",!).

A 40. C61)

10
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Knowledge of the procedures used in prJcessing merchandise for shipment is
needed by certain marketing employees so merchandise will be transported
efficiently and rapidly to the purchaser

PREREQUISITES:

Communication skills at Level E.

OB,CTIVE:

ITIentify the procedures used to prepare merchandise for shipping. Correctly

enter necessary information on shipping documents.

RESOURCES:

2hysicsi Di.stribution, Lawrence A. Walsh, Gregg DivisloniMc.Graw-Hill Book Co.,
1969.

GENERAL INSTT,UCTIOr,S:

all per:citiance I'.he the unit Lt:::L.

Transpatiun
.02 fransprirtation riocuments

Shipping Containers
.0L orcr
.(:)3 Non-Moto:- Carriers

EVALUATIW PROCEDURE:

Score BCY (if: better on TA

on t: << porforfni,JAce

Go to the first assne,-, LAP.

Principal Author(s): T. Preston, 72,
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Student: File Code: 27.02.01.00.A2-2

Date: Date Published:

UNIT PRETEST: SHIPPiNG

hat is aVall'ci b E.: when and wher !,-.! p(:opie vy.aint :t, through physic.!1

, t sis or ()Li,. 0,e

ccnsignee.
common carrier.
shipper.
privait?. carrier.

c.-_;(11:Jany that transports the shiprntrit to its J,,stinaiti,,n the:

Y,hipper .
carrier.
consignee.
.orisigrier

arehousing is the process of storing arid.

d.:oartme at

7/her a ,,,,,,arel-loiise begins tc) sonic such functions as
is prcucr y cai!ec.!

. corn r! Larrier .
b. receiving c.-ipartrnf.int.

war ehr.-ise
ci ,...listribuT.ion :enter
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27.02.01.02

6. Who selects an appropriate carrier to haul a shipment?

a. consignee
b. shipping clerk
c. receiving department
d. consigner

7. How many copies must a bill of lading have?

a. 2

b. 3

c. 1

d. 4

8. A uniform straight bill of lading is printed on what color of paper?

a. pink
b. yellow
c. white
d. blue

9. The carrier uses a document to help it keep track of shipments moving over
its routes; it is called a:

a. bill of lading.
b. freight bill.
c. waybill.
d. an on-hand notice.

10. Numbers assigned in progressive series to waybills are:

a. sequence numbers.
b. subsequent numbers.
c. PRA numbers.
d. can numbers.

27.02.01.03

11. The largesi. Gk.) eLt used whuri

a. container.
b. box.
c. carton.

2 2
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27.02.01.03 (continued)

12. Box measurements are stated by using three numbers. The first number is the:

a. interior length.
b. exterior lenath.
c. exterior width.
d . interior width.

13. One of the following sta',..:inents should not apply to storing empty boxes. Select

the appropriate statement.

a . store empty boxes in a dry place
b. always keep boxes off the ground on chocks

c . stack boxes one atop of the other
d . store boxes in an unheated warehouse

114. Box numbers are stated by using three numbers. The second number refers to

the:

a. exterior length.
b. interior width.
c. interior length.
d . exterior width.

15. Regulations for classing boxes that will be shipped by truck are found in

a. Consignee's Waybill.
b. Uniform Freight Classification.
c. Shipping Clerk's Handbill.
d . National Motor Freight Classification.

27 02.01.04

1E. Which type o carrier has more regulations on it than the others?

a. contract
b. common
c. private
d. exempt

17. Fifty years ago the only practical way to transport large shipments over land

was by:

a. truck.
b. horses.
c.
d. airplane.
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"27.. -2.01 04 (continued)

1/3. H-eight carried between states generally :s done by:

. interstate carriers.
intrastate carriers.
snort-haul trucking companies.
Dri\rc:te carriers.

9h initials of an independent government agency that has the power to regulate
carriers and treight forwarders :2riga:je0 in inter3i.-itu commerce are!

Fl-31.

LTL.

S are' deciding which
ut carrier you want is haul goods for you?

i r.cf pickup and delivery service for the svl JO y the:

twier

Fj

; serJc a srrh f.) VV.. h.,11

Cu

23 Hpe!inos specialize in carrying liquic: huk Tiroducts. 5ucl-1 (Is oil. The

caer Past su;ted a carryinj bulk. TdLJC l

d. the truck.

94
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0 05 (continued)

OF-C.: stands for:
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irstte comme,

r-ed

iat ri crinsolic*?t:n.'" LT)._ ,-,H.,-)rrierc.,_-; of var*Je.:

into CI._ lots ar(i...

rJonsigni-2.e.s.
Hpelines.
fr,za iq hi Corvvarcie;-s
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117.02.01.02

47.02.01.H!
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I

UNIT TEST ANSER
(t.irtit Key,

27.02.01.00.A2-2

Al.13'!133.c..

r 27.02.01 05 21. d

22. a

3. b 23. d

24. d

25 . L

b 26.

7 h 27.

C

9 C 29.

a

32.

33.

37.

3[1..

26

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

98.

49.

50.

51

52.

59.
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PERFORMANCE ACTRIITY:
Transportation Ten, linology

Student:

Packa tin

031s:

OBJECTIVE:

identify the definitions of the most common used terms in the transportation

industry.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

Complete a stu4entscored mu1tip1e-Jloice objetiv(3. Successful completion

is eight out of ten ;terns.

RESOURCES:

Physical Distribution, Walsh, 1969.

PROCEDURE:

1. Obtain a copy of the text and go to ycur study, area.

2. Read pages through 6.

3. Answer questions 1 through 8 at the bottom of page 7 co a sepal-ate sheet of

paper.

4. Turn in your answer sheet to the instructor.

5. Return t1. text.

6. Take the LAP test after completion of this LAP and LAP 27.02.01.02

"Transportation Documents." Correct all errors.

7. If the assignment is successfully completed, proceed to next LAP.

PTincipal Autbor(s): T. Preston, E. Egan
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March 15, 1922, <In 1, .; ;5 9711.)

UNIFORM STRPOGHT BILL OF LAD
, PRESCRIBED BY THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE (:01%.:SSION)

ORIGINAL - NOT ;IFC.3-,TIA:3

Shl.Pro.:17

Agent's No

COMPANY

Subject to thu ':.liJzilicotions and tariff.> atct tiii in cI :cue of this Bill of Liadiritt,

., Oascribed below, in Epparcht good ordcr, eAc,ipt oi ccy Lars irrotr, ;Ind ccndr II on of contents of plat unknown),
consigned and destined as indicated below, which tnid CCIIIPtinV i the word company being understood throughout this

meaning any person or corporation in posaession of d er or-,:,:terry under me coniract) agrees to carry in its usual piece
it Said dtination, if on its nwrr oaci nr its oydn wac r 'ine, 1.: deli Jar to another carrier on the route to

:taro dei.: matron, it is mutually agreed, at to each carrier of all or tiny of said properbi over all or any portion of said route to
and as to each party at any time interested in all ci any of sun ?rco9rtv that every service to be purl ()ruled

st--,i I be sJblect to all the conditions not Prohibittitf.! by law ; i cci ci -written., herein contained. Includrrig the
oack nareof, , which arc hereby soread to by the shipper e.tr.1 accepted for rartratlf and his assigns.

For putpcItt: ot iwnlicerrort only

Stela uf Cilt; ty of

Car Initial Cr l'himber

II.' I-,.
C! &ss or

of Anicies, Special Marks and Exceptions (Sub;ect to rj..
COrr3Ci!Uri

-I

If this shipment 13 i() he d,,Iivorod
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on (1,,, coitIgulnil tht, cons1:1,10'
the foilouvinq stote.:Ient

1'01

NOTE Who-a the rain ttittattollont on ,..r! tin%
thu Fitrocn1 of dpcler,sd ;r, proftr f.y

r.*-0Ctf :. 1-P.)

xCehriing Pte.

Per

Shit:met.

Permenant Past-office address of Shipper 28

no;
111:i shipurir'.itt
iigh: Onti i!ll

1.;!: Se prepaid, write
I ry IT;T: "

ier-.1 of the
doscriharl

ri,jc.. rally

-igen r.



TERMS: DISCOUNT:

INVENTORY CARD

I REORDER PERIOD VENDOR

STOCK NUMBER DESCRIPTION COST
STOCK

CURRENT INVENTORY

DATE

8toc!f,

Han-J,

Omer

OA7E.

Stuck
on

I-1 rj,rts!

On

Order

DATE

Stock
on

On

Order

DATP

Hand
on

On

Order

DATE

Stock
on

On

Order

Maximum], Minimum

1-if)T7

L
Stnc:,

n

t-



INVOICE

SOLD TO: INVOICE NO.

DATE:

TERMS-

Customer Order No. Date Received

QUANTITY STOCK

ORDERED NUMBER

Date Shipped

DESCRIPTION

Ship Via

QUANTITIES

Shipped Back-ordere

UNIT

PRICE

EXTENSION

AMOUNT



RECEIViNG REPORT

PUS fOOTI k robe Iiled out and ers: to :he? purchasing 9911t the (iv that materiiii recciL,H1 if this Tpurf thipin6flt, JppJ

rren (31 rec;,,ving report should be rnareridi,; yt IT) be ,culve(i 0,) full p;.,rticLf,'..;,,,,s

for iy r:7'30n

Apped Pv
---------7-----------

,,
,

arra S
r,i

!
--1

...21c, By I ShiV2r 1 (Cip, onp i CarrierI.__ No,
herr Ref, 0 .,. 1 IleigA

1

! P
1

,

, 1

I

1

,

,

i

!

Charces Dept, Rec. No, Date Rec.

Pur,,r1. ;Ctz or dr inwdiately to the purchasing division,

etii container :,nd content for inspection.

Fumist damage report on form supplied by purchasing department.

Partial Shipment

Order Completed

32



PACKING SLIP

TO:

FROM:

Customer's Order umbel

QUANTIT':'

OPDEP.E9
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY

SHIPPED

QUANTITY

Back Ordered



STOCK REQWSITION

TO: AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE:

DATE: DEPARTMENT:

CONSIGNED TO: INVOICE NO

QUANTITY STOCK NO. MN NO DESCRIPTION

WAREHOUSE USE

Quantity Quantity
Pic ack-ordered

4
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PURCHASE ORDER

Purchase Order No.

Date.

Delivery To:

Delivery Date:

Ship By

UNIT QUANTITY DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE
EXTENSION
AMOUNT

TERMS

t..) Purcl-!esing Agent
2,7712..."071.:2[93.3r-nena=eisIMMINVICWW212.Xreg9ELIS.91ran=illiffgaili



PURCHASE REQUISITION

FROM DATE
(DEPARTMENT!

WANTED ORDER NO
REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION

Requisitions for articles not carried must be approved by works manager before purchase is made.

APPROVED SIGNED

Foreman will not use this space.

Order No..

........_...._

Order From



ountaln-Plaina Education &
onontic Development

ogresa. Inc.

Glasgow' AFB. Mon a 69281
li N

27.02.01.01

27.02.01.01 .A2-2
Student: File Code: 27.02.01.02 .A2-2

Date: Date Published. 9 Li/ 7 LI

LAP TEST: TRANSPORTATION TERMINOLOGY/DOCUMENTS

1 . Moving, handling, and storing goods from producer to user is called:

a. physical distribution.
b. consignment.
c. common carrier.
d . shipping.

2. The company that ships or sends out the goods is called the:

a. consignee.
b. common carrier.
c. shipper.
d. private carrier.

3. The company that transports the shipment to its destination is called the:

a. shipper.
b. carrier.
c. consignee.
d . consigner.

4. Warehousing is the process of storing and:

a. physical distribution.
b. receiving department.
c. protecting goods.
d . consignee.

5. When a warehouse begins to serve such functions as credit checking and collect-
ing the customer's money, it is properly called a:

a. common carrier.
b. receiving department.
c. warehouse.
d . distribution center.

7



Page 2 27.02.01.01.A2-2
27.02.01.02.A2-2

27.02.01.02

6. Who selects an appropriate carrier to haul a shipment?

a. consignee
b. shipping clerk
c. receiving department
d . consigner

7. How many copies must a bill of lading have?

a. 2

b. 3

c. 1

. 4

8. The second copy of a bill of lading is given to:

a. the carrier.
b. the consignee.
c. the shipper.
d . the receiving department.

9. The original copy of a bill of lading is given to:

a. the shipper.
b. the carrier.
c. the consignee.
d . the warehouse department.

10. A uniform straight bill of lading is printed on what color of paper?

a. pink
h. yellow
c. white
d . blue



Mour.lairsPlaing Education di
Economic Devrlopmcnt

Program, Int%

;laugow A l'.11, Mf Lyng 641231 Learro

File Code.
27.02.01.02.A2-0

Date PCJIished:
3/17/75

ckljvity r.ac a

PERFORMANCE ACTNTTY: Transportation Documents

OBJECTIVE:

Student:

Data:

Identify the purposes of the following transportation documents: bill of lading,

waybill, freight bill, arrival notice.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Complete a student-scored multiple-choice objective test. Successful completion

is eight out of ten items.

RESOURCES:

Physical Distribution, Walsh, 1969.
Blank Bill of Lading (in file drawer, with this LAP sheet).

PROCEDURE:

1. Obtain a copy of the text and read pages 31 through 41.

2. Neatly answer questions 1 through 10 at the top of page 42, and questions 1

and 2 at the bottom of page 42 on a separate sheet of paper.

3. Using the information given at the top of page 38, complete :-_he blank Bill of

Lading provided with this LAP.

4. Turn in answer sheet an,.?. f Lading co instructor.

5. Take the LAP test. Correct 3;1 errors.

6. If successfully completed, proceed to the next LAP.

Principal Author(s): T. Preston, B. Egon



27.02.01.01 .A2-2
27 .02 .01 .02 .A2-2

LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: TRANSPORTATION TERMINOLOGY/DOCUMENTS

LAP 01 1. a

2. c
3. b
4. c

5. d

LAP 02 6. b
7. b
8. a

9. C

;0. c

7 4 II



Wunlain-ElainsEdwmUnnd:
Economic LIvvelopment

Prolomm.

CilictAgow AN 1.mtunkt 69231 gig

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:
Shipping Containers

27.02.01.03. B140
Fila Code'

3/4/76
Data Published:

©UAW Package
Studant:

Date:

OBJECTIVE:

Identify the types and characteristics of inner and outer packaging materials
in which merchandise is shipped.

EVALUATION PROC.,:,DURE:

Complete a student-scored multiple-choice objective test. Successful completion

is eight out of ten items.

RESOURCES:

Physical Distribution, Walsh, 1969.

PROCEDURE:

1. Obtain a copy of the text 1 l.al Distribution.

2. Read pages 91 through 97.

3. Answer questions 1 thru 9 at the top of page 98, and quests us 1, 3, 4, 5,

and 6 at the bottom of page 98 on a separate sheet of paper.

4. Turn in your answer sheet to the instructor.

5. Return text.

6. Take the combined LAP test after completion of LAPs 27.02.01.04 and 27.02.01.05.

7. 'If assignment is successfuJ]y completed, continue oa re the next LAP.

Principal Author (s): T. Preston, B. Egan
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MounLaiin-PUIns Pk.luccalon
Economic Dirvolopinent

Pontram,

(iligaguw APIs, PN,ntrnr 69231

Fiie Code:
27.02.01.04. B1-0

Date Published: 3./ 406

Learnorm Mtivity acka e

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Motor Carriers

Student:

"

Data:

OBJECTIVE:

Identify the role of Motor Carriers, and their basic transportation factors.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Complete a student-ocored multiple-choice objective test. Successful completion

is e4ht out of ten items.

RESOURCES:

Physical Distributl_on, Walsh, 1969.

PROCEDURE:

1. Obtain a copy of the text and go to your study area.

2. Read pages 59 through 64.

3. Answer questions 1 through 8 on the bottom of page 65, and questions

2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 on page 66 on a separate sheet of paper.

4. Turn in your answer sheet to the instructor.

5. Return tha text.

6. Take the combined LAP test after completion of LAPs 27.02.01.03 and

27.02.01.05. Correct all errors.

7. If the assignment is successfully completed, proceed to the next LAP.

Principai Author(s): T. Pres ton B. iLgan
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MountainPlains Educe Uon Ss
Economic Development

Pro Krum, Inr.

Chu mow AMIS. %attain,. 60231

File Code:

Dote Published:
3/17/75

27.02.01.05. A2 -0

Lear ctivity Package
Studsnt:

Date:

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Non-Motor Carriers

OBJECTIVE:

Identify the different types of Non-Motor carriers and define the roles of each.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Complete a student-scored multiple-choice objective test. Successful completion

is eight out of ten items.

RESOURCES:

Physical Distribution, Walsh, 1969.

PROCEDURE:

1. Obtain a copy of the text and go to your study area.

2. Read pages 69 through 76.

3. Answer questions 1 through 10 at the bottom of page 77, and questions 2, 3,

5, and 9 on page 78 on a separate sheet of paper,

4. Turn in yo'.::- answer sheet to the ins cructor.

5. Return the text.

6. Take the combined LAP test after completion of this LAP and LAPs 27.02.01,03

and 27.02.01.04. Correct all errors.

7. If the assignment is successfully completed, proceed to the next unit.

Principal Author(s): T. Preston, B. Egan



27.02.01.03

614.064,IM V., dr 0.

27.02.01.04.A2-2

Student: File Code: 27.02.01.05.A2-2

Dour Date Published:
9/18/75

LAP TEST: SHIPPING CONTAINERS AND MOTOR/NON-MOTOR
CARRIERS

1. Of the three types of packages discussed in "Shipping Containers," the shipping
and receiving clerk needs to be most familiar with various types of:

a. bags.
b. cartons.
c. containers.
d. boxes.

2. For protecting fragile shipments, which type of fiberboard box is commonly used?

a. plastic coated solid
b . solid
c. wax coated solid
d. corrugated.

3. One of the following statements should not apply to storing empty boxes. Select

the appropriate statement.

a. store empty boxes in a dry place
b. always keep boxes off the ground on chocks

c. stack boxes one atop of the other
d. store boxes in an unheated warehouse

4. Box numbers are stated by using three numbers. The second number refers to

the:

a. exterior length.
b. interior width.
c. interior length.
d. exterior width.

27.02.01.04

5. Which type of carrier has more regulations on it than the others?

a. contract
b. common
c. private
d. exempt

4 4



Page 2

27.02.01.04 (continued)

6. One-third of all motor freight tonnage is handled by:

a. private carriers.
b. contract carriers.
c. common carriers.
d. exempt carriers.

27.02.01.03.A2-2
27 . 02 . 01 . 04 .A 2-2
27.02.01.05.A2-2

7. Fifty years ago the only practical way to transport large shipments over land
was by:

a. truck.
b. horses.
c. railroad.
d. airplane.

8. The initials of an independent government agency that has the power to regulate
common carriers and freight forwarders engaged in interstate commerce are:

a. FBI.
b. LTL.
c. TL.
d . ICC.

27.02.01.05

9. Pickup and delivery service for small shippers with less than a full truckload
is called a:

a. lime,740.
b. consignee.
c. CL.
d . TL.

10. Pipelines specialize in carrying liquid bulk products, such as oil. The one
carrier least suited to carrying bulk products is:

a. the pipeline.
b. the rail.
c. water.
d . the truck.



27.02.01.03.A2-2
27.02.01.04.A2-2
27.02.01.05.A2-2

LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: SHIPPING CONTAINERS AND
MOTOR/NON-MOTOR CARRIERS

LAP 03 1. d
2. d
3. d
u. b

LAP 04 5 . b
6.
7. c
8. d

LAP 05 Y. a

10. d

6



27.02.01.01

Student File Code. 27,02.01.00.62-2

Date:

UNIT POST TEST: SHIPPING

Bete Published. 9118/75

1. Moving, handling, and storing goods from producer to user is called:

a. physical distribution.
b. consignment.
c. common carrier.
d. shipping.

2. A product that is available when and where people want it, through physical
distribution, has an added:

a. efficiency.
b. safety.
c. convenience.
d. value.

3. The company to whom the shipment is sent is called the:

a. consigner.
b. consignee.
c. shipper.,
d. carrier.

Li. Warehousing is the proc6ss of storing and:

a. physical distribution.
b. receiving department.
c. protecting goods.
d. consignee.

5. When a warehouse begins to serve such functions as credit checking and collect-
ing the customer's money, it is properly called a:

a. common carrier.
b. receiving department.
c. warehouse.
d. distribution cent,:r-

7
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27.02.01.02

6. The basic and most important transportation document is called the:

a. bill of lading.
b. memorandum.
c. shipping order.
d. freight bill.

7. What type of bill of lading is used when the shipment is destined to a consignee
who will pay for the shipment?

a. a uniform government bill of lading
b. a uniform order bill of lading
c. a uniform ocean bill of lading
d . a uniform straight bill of lading

8. The carrier uses a document to help it keep track of shipments moving over its
routes; it is called a:

a. bill of lading.
b. freight bill.
c. way bill.
d . an on-hand notice.

9. A document used only rarely when the carrier cannot make delivery of goods
is called a (n):

a. way bill.
b. freight bill.
c. bill of lading.
d . on-hand notice.

10. Numbers assigned in progressive series to way bills are:

a. sequence numbers.
b. subsequent numbers.
c. PRO numbers.
d . can numbers.

27.02.01.03

11. The largest object used when packing and shipping is called a:

a. container.
b. box.
c. carton.
d . bag.

8



Page 3 27.02.01.00.B2-2

27.02.01.03 (continued)

12. 24 candy bars would be packed in a:

a. bag.
b. carton.
c. box .

d. container.

13. Box measurements are stated by using three numbers. The first number is the:

a. interior length.
b. exterior length.
c. exterior width.
d. interior width.

14. Box numbers are stated by using three numbers. The second number refers to
the:

a. exterior length.
b. interior width.
c. interior length.
d. exterior width.

15. Regulations for classing boxes that will be shipped by truck are found in the:

a . Consignee's Waybill .
b. Uniform Freight Classification.
c. Shipping Clerk's Handbill.
d. National Motor Freight Classification.

27.02.01.04

16. Fifty years ago the only practical way to transport large shipments over land
was by:

a . truck.
b. horses.
c . railroad .

d . airplane.

17. Which of the followirg carriers must charge a fixed rate, operate over fixed
routes, and serve any shipper?

a. contract carrier
b. common carrier
c. private carrier
d. exempt carrier

9
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27.02.01.04 (continued)

18. Freight carried between states generally is done by:

a. interstate carriers.
b. intrastate carriers.
c. short-haul trucking companies.
d. private carriers.

19. The initials of an independent government agency that has the power to regulate
common carriers and freight forwarders engaged in interstate commerce are:

a. FBI.
b. LTL.
c. TL.
d. ICC.

20. How many basic transportation factors are there when you are deciding which
type of carrier you want to haul goods for you?

a. 4
b. 2

c 1

d. 7

27.02.01.05

21. Providing pickup and delivery service for the small shipper is done by the:

a. retailer.
b. truck cc ipanies.
c. wholesaler.
d . freight forwarder.

22. Pickup and delivery service for small shippers with less than a full truckload
is called a:

a. 1 i ne-haul .

b. consignee.
c. CL.
d . TL.

23. Pipelines specialize in carrying liquid bulk products, such as oil. The one
carrier least suited to carrying bulk products is:

a . the pipeline .
b. the raii.
c. water.
d . the truck.



Page 5 27.02.01.00.B2-2

27.02.01.05 (continued)

24. TOFC stands for:

a. abbreviation for the four types of transportation.
b. transportation office and freight center.
c. interstate commerce restriction agency.
d. piggyback service offered by railroads.

25. Carriers that specialize in consolidating LCL or LTL shipments of various ship-
pers into CL or TL lots are:

a. consignees.
b. pipelines.
c. freight forwarders.
d. carload freights.

51
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UNIT TEST ANSWER SHEET
(Unit Post Test Answer Key)

Occupational Area
File Code:

22.122.11,111Name:

11.02.01.03

I
I
I
27.02.01.014

1

1

I
I
I

ANSWERS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

10.

a 27.02.01.05 21. d 41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

d 22. a

b 23. d

c 24. d

d 25. c

a 26.

d 27.

28.

d 29.

c 30.

a 31.

b 32.

a 33.

b 34.

35.

c 36.

b 37.

a 38.

d 39.

a 40.
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Program, Inc.

RATIONALE:

File Cods:
27.02.02.00.A2-1

Date 1001111st
3/17/75

El@angialco ikz[2@vticgmocg @odd®

UNIT: RECEIVING, CHECKING, AND MARKING

Merchandise received from vendors must be quantity and quality checked to en-

sure that a business is receiving exactly what was ordered. Merchandise must

be priced accurately and clearly to assist customers in shopping.

PREREQUISITES:

Communication skills on Level E.

OBJECTIVE:

Identify the types of procedures used in receiving, checking, and marking

merchandise for resale. Correctly enter information on purchase and

receiving documents.

1110010S:

Physical Distribution, Lawrence A. Walsh, 'regg Division/McGraw-Hill Book
Co., 1969.

Receiving, Checkingl_and Marking, Kelly Ritch, Distributive Education Instructional
Materials Laboratory, University of Texas at Austin, 1972.

"Receiving, Checking, Marking Merchandise," International Film Bureau, 1970,
sound filmstrip.

Audio-Visual equipment.
Price-marking equipment and supplies.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

Complete all performance activities in this unit. Take the unit test.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Receiving Departments and Equipment.

.02 Merchandise Handling.

.03 Discrepancies and Vendor Returns.

.04 Marking Merchandise.

.05 Monarch Dial-A-Pricer.

Principal Author(s): T. Preston, B. Egan
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EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Score 80% or better on unit test. Complete the performance test according

to the criterion on the test.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

Go to the first assigned LAP.
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PURCHASE ORDER

Purchase Order No.

Dar
Delivery To:

Delivery Date.

Ship By-

UNIT QUANTITY DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE
EXENSIONT
AMOUNT

TERMS



(Uniform Corneille Straight 901 of Lading, adopted by Carriers in Official Southern, eltintem and Illinois Meal Heiden territories
March 15, 1922, a amended August 1, 1930, and June 16, 1941.)

Shipper's No.

UNIFORM STRAIGHT BILL OF LADING Agent's No.

(PRESCRIBED BY THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION)

ORIGINAL - NOT NEGOTIABLE
COMPANY

RECEIVED, Subject to the classifications and tariffs in effect on the date of the issue of this Bill of Led lag,

=1:1=11122ESEIMICIO6

AT
,19

FROM

the property described below, in apparent good order, except a noted (contents and condition of contents of packages unknown),

marked. consigned and destined as indicated below, which said company (the word company being understood throughout this

contract es meaning any person or corporation In possession of the property under the contract) egress to carry in its muse piece
of delivery at said destination, if on its own road or its own 1*.Lactr otherwise to deliver to another carrier on the routs to

said destination. It is mutually agreed, a to each carrier of al: er.., of said property over aft or any portion of mid route to
destination, and a to each party at any time interested in c.r. any of said property, den every service to be performed

hereunder shell be subject to all the conditions not prohibited by, whether printed or written, herein contained, including the

conditions on beck hereof, which are hereby agreed to by the ;epor and accepted for himself and his soigne.

Consigned to

Destination

Route

Mail or street address of consignee - For purpose of notification only

State of County of

No.
Packages

Description of Articles, Special Mods end Exceptions

Car Initial Car Number

*Weight
frAinlect to
Correction)

Om or
Rate

Check
Col.

If this shipment is to be delivered
to the consignee without recourse
on the consignor, the consignor
shell sign the following statement:

The carrier shall not make
delivery of this shipment without
payment of freight and all other
lawful charges,

(Signature of Consignor)

If charges we to be prepaid, write
or stamp here. 'To Be Prepsed."

Received $
to apply in prepayment of the
charges on the property described

NOTE Mere the rate Is dependent on value, shippers are required to state spedfically in writing
the agreed or declared value of the property.
The egrego or declared value of the property Is hereby specifically stated by the shipper to be not
exceeding Per

Agent or Casklor

Per
(The signature here eeknowledgee only
the amount mewl&

Charges advanced:

Per

Saleper.

.14 AL.. AM ...11 5
Per

Agent



27.02.02.01

Student:

Date:

11811 1;61013 10.. Va. v...

Dab Published. 9/4/74

UNIT PRETEST: RECEIVING, CHECKING AND MARKING

1. Who supervises receiving, checking, and marking operations in the small store?

a. any employee in the store
b. receiving clerk
c. manager
d. traffic manager

2. The location of the receiving department should be:

a. In the front of the store.
b. easily accessible to the front of the store but also to the carrier.

c. in the basement of the store, out of the way.
d. on the selling floor.

3. When a store has a warehouse or service center, what goods is usually not

received there?

a. lawn supplies
b. furniture
c. ready-to-wear items
d. hardware

4. In large stores, one of the three general layout arrangements that may be used

in a receiving department is:

a. staring closets.
b. shelves.
c. a stationary table layout.
d. warehouses.

5. The most practical of all the equipment used in small stores is the:

a. manual gravity conveyor.
b. stationary conveyor.
c. mechanized conveyor.
d. portable table.

57
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27.02.02.02

6. To whom do you send the completed purchase order?

a. to the purchasing agent
b. to the manager for final approval
c. to the vendor
d. to the receiving agent

7. To whom do you mail the invoice?

a. to the consignee
b. to the vendor
c. to the carrier
d. to the shipping agent

8. A form that describes the merchandise which the buyer wishes to purchase and
states the prices and the shipping and billing terms is the:

a. purchase requisition.
b. purchase order.
c. Invoice.
d. inventory card.

9. If it becomes necessary to unpack merchandise before the invoice arrives, the
receiving room can:

a. do nothing.
b. make a blind invoice.
c. make a dummy invoice.
d. take a direct check.

10. Metal band cartons could fly up and out when cut, and the loose ends could
cause injury, especially to the:

a. arms.
b. eyes.
c. hands.
d. chest.

27.02.02.03

11. Opening cartons before an invoice arrives can be bad because:

a. you move the merchandise on the floor to be sold.
b. there is no way of checking for shortages.
c. there is no way of marking the merchandise.
d. there is no way of keeping track of what merchandise is put on the floor.
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27.02.02.03 (continued)

12. All shortages, breakages, damages, averages and substitutions should be re-
ported to the:

a. vendor.
b. receiving manager.
c. shipping manager.
d. store manager.

13. If a shipper has used heavy wooden boxes when he should have used corrugated
boxes, what should be done?

a. The shipper should be charged bac' for the difference.
b. Nothing you can do.
c. The store has to take the loss.
d. Refuse the merchandise and send it back.

14. Which of the below is a copy of the charge-back form?

a. Invoice.
b. Waybill.
c. Bill of lading.
d. Packing slip.

15. When goods are returned for repairs, the manager or buyer usually fills out a:

a. bill of lading.
b straight charge-bi II .
c. charge-back form.
d. memorandum invoice.

27.02.02.04

16. When a store manager in a small store writes the unit selling price on the ven-
dor's invoice, it is called:

a. wholesaling the invoice.
b. retailing the invoice.
c. prefixing.
d. coding.

17. The standard machine for marking ready-to-wear is the:

a. gummed label machine.
b. rubber stamp machine.
c. string-tag machine.
d. slip fold.
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27.02.02.04 (continued)

19. The ticket used when items are frequently returned is the:

a. gum ticket.
b. string ticket.
c. ring seal ticket.
d. wedge ticket.

19. 'In large stores, when a price change occurs in the merchandise, a report is
filled out by the:

a. store manager.
b. buyer.
c. general manager.
d. department supervisor.

20. The second copy of a report of change in retail price is sent to the:

a. supervisor of the department which merchandise is being repriced.
b. buyer.
c. stores office.
d. marking division.



Occupational Area:
File Code:
Name:

(Unit Pretest Answer Key)

7 02 ' 024 00 .A2 -2

ANSWERS

)2.02.01 1. c 21. 41.

2. b 22.

_
42.

3. c 23. 43.

4. c 24. 44.

5. d 25. 45.

)2.02.02 6. c 28. 46.

7. a 27.

___

47.

8. b 28. 48.

9. c 29. 49.

10. b 30. 50.

)2.02.03 11. b 31. 51.

12. d 32. 52.

13. a 33. 53.

14. d 34. 54.

15. d 35. 55.

D2.02.04 16. b 36. 56.

17. c 37. 57.

18. b 38. 58.

19. 39. 59.

10. 40. 60.



Wools ln-Plelee Editeallon 6
tteononne Development

Prrogram, Int.

Olgesew AVH. Won Una 19231 Learning Activity Package
tasthert:

Dar

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Receiving Departments and Equipment

OBJECTIVE:

Identify the purpose of the receiving department and determine the location for a

receiving area. Also identify the types of equipment used in the receiving areas

of various stores.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Complete a student-scored multiple-choice objective test. Successful completion

is eight out of ten items.

RILSOURCES:

Receiving, Checking, and Marking, University of Texas, 1969.

"Receiving, Checking, Marking Merchandise," International Film Bureau, 1970.

sound filmstrip.

PROCEDURE:

1. Obtain a copy of the text and go to your study area.

2. View film, "Receiving, Checking, Marking Merchandise".

3. Read pages 17 through 19 and 20 through 24.

4. Study figures 19 through 25 for additional information.

5. Answer questions 1, 3, 5, and 7 on page 19 and 1, 2, and 4 on page 24 on a

separate sheet of paper.

6. Turn in answer sheet to instructor.

7. Take the LAP test after completion of LAP 27.02.02.02.
Correct all errors.

8. If successfully completed, continue on to the next LAP.

principg Authof(si: T. Preston, B. Egan
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SOLD TO: INVOICE NO:

DATE:

TERMS:

Customer Order No. Data Received Data Shipped

. , _ ,

Ship Vie

_ ___

QUANTITY

ORDERED

STOCK

NUMBER
DESCRIPTION

QUANTITIES UNIT

PRICE

EXTENSIOI

AMOUNTShipped Beck-ordere(
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TO:

FROM:

ailemmemr. ------- 421-.011

Custurnees Order Number

QUANTITY

ORDERED
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY

SHIPPED

QUANTITY

Back Ordered

C4



FROM DATE
ITEPARTUENTI

WANTED ORDER NO.
REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION

.,1

o Requisitions for articles not carried must be approved by works manager before purchase is made.

APPROVED SIGNED

Foreman will not use this space.

Purchase Order No.

Order From



DATE. DEPARTMENT:

CONSIGNED TO: INVOICE NO:*

AZICEMEITIMMOOMMOIMITIMMEMil

QUANTITY STOCK NO. BIN NO, DESCRIPTION

WAREHOUSE USE

Quantity Quantity
Picked



STOCK NUMBER DESCRIPTION COST CURRENT INVENTORY
STACK

Pleximurn Minimum

DATE

Stock
on

Hand

On

Order

DATE

Stock
on

Hand

On

Order

DATE

Stock
oniansik_i___
On

Order

DATE

....--

Stock
OP

Hand

On

Order

a:=.........M.PMIPMY

DATE

Stock
on

Hand

On

Order

DATE

Ips,

C 7

Stock
on

Hand

On

order



RECEIVING REPORT

This form is to be filled out and sent to the Purchasing agent da day Mat notofill Is receive If MI: report ndicares arid shiPment NO.

mental receiving report should be prepared showing materials yet to be received on this order. Provide full particulars if Neterial is unecceptible

for any reason.

Roc By
,10.1111%

68

Shipper

Shipped By

(City Only)

'Ripon Ira or drop immediately to the purcbting division.

/Robin COPlifilf and comb for inspnetion.

o Furnish dump report on form oppliod by pumboirl*tot RBI SION

C011010d

Dept E. No, Do Ric,

/ONNYMINE.O.

69



Requisition No:

Date Issued:

Date Required:

Deliver To:

Location:

Job No:

Quantity Description

To

(our account has been credited for:

CREDIT MEMORANDUM
No.

Date

Inv. No.

IQuantity Cat. No. Description Unit Price Total

I

I

I

I
I
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TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

MEMORANDUM

7I

DATE:



I

I L

-1 INVOICE
NO

INVOICE DATE

Is 7

Id

L

OUR ORDER NO.

YOUR ORDER NO.

TERMS F .0 .B .

SALESMAN

SHIPPING DATE

CAR OR VEHICLE INITIALS

1

1

PPED TO
SHIPPED VIA PPD. or COLL.

Quantity
No. of
PIVI

Description Price Amount

72



710 Mode Plow
Nratatikt, TN 3T2121

PURCHASE
REGUISITION
NO.



lUnilorm Domestic Streight 6111 of Lading, adopted by Carriers in Official Southern, Western and Illinois Masi lice:ion territories
March 15, 1922. as amended August 1, 1930, and June 15. 1941.)

UNIFORM STRAIGHT BILL OF LADING
(PRESCRIBED BY THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION)

ORIGINAL - NOT NEGOTIABLE
COMPANY

Shipper's No,

Agent's No.

RECEIVED, Subject to the dassificadens end tariffs in effect on the date of the issue of thin II19 of Ladino,

AT

FROM

the property described below, in apparent good order, except as noted iconstnts and condition of contents of packages unknown),

marked, consigned and destined as indicated below, which said company (the word company being understood throughout this

contract as meaning any person or corporation in possession of the property under the contract) egress to terry In Its mod place
of delivery at said destination, if on its own road or its own water line, otherwise to deliver to another carrier an she route to

said destination. It is mutually agreed, as to each carder of all or any of said property over all or any portion of said route to
destination, and aC to each party at any time interested in all or any of said property, that every service to be performed

hereunder shell be subject to all the conditions not prohibited by law, whether printed or written, herein contained, including the

condhions on beck hereof, which are hereby agreed to by the *upper and accepted for Memelf and his onions.

Consigned to

Destination

Route

Malt or street address of consignee For mope= of Notification only

State of

Car Initial

County of

Car Number

No.
Packages

Description of Articles, Special Malts and Exceptions
'Weight

(Subject to
Correction)

Class or Check
Rate Col.

If this shipment is to be delivered
to the consignee without recourse
on the consignor, the consienor
shall sign the following statement:

The carrier shall not make
delivery of this shipment without
payment of freight and ail other
lawful charges.

pease!
(Signature of Consignor/

If charges era to be prepaid, write
or stamp here. "To lie Prepaid."

Received I
to apply in prepayment of the
charges on the property described

NOTE - Where the rate is dependent on value, shippers are required to state specifically in writing
the agreed or declared value of the siroPartV.
The agreed ix declared value of the property fe herby specifically stated by the shipper to be not
exceeding Per

Agent or Cashier

Per
(The signature here acknooledgas only
the amount oreoeid).

Charges advanced:

Per

Snigger.

7 4 Ptif

Agent



Mountain-Ptsitte Itamettoo
Reosonsie Development

Fvomee, ,we.

lillowswer APO. Montene 6601

FAsemb.
27.02.02.02.A2-0

OmmAMMehot 3/17/75

Learning Activity Package

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Merchandise Handling

OBJECTIVE:

Specify the purpose for, and routing of, the major merchandise-handling docu-

ments. Identify the methods and types of equipment used when checking incoming

merchandise.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Complete a student-scored multiple-Choice objective teat. Successful completion

is eight out of ten items.

RESOURCES:

Physical Distribution, Walsh, 1969.
Receiving, Checking and Marking, University of Texas, 1969.

Blank documents (in file drawer with this LAP sheet).

PROCEDURE:

1. Obtain a copy of the text, Physical Distribution, and go to your study

area.
2. Read pages 11 through 26. Using the purchase information given at the top

of pages 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, and 26, complete blank documents provided with

this LAP.
3. Neatly answer questions 1 through 8 at the top of page 27 and questions 1, 3,

5, and 6, at the bottom of page 27 on a separate sheet of paper.

4. Obtain a copy of the text deceiving, Checkingl_find Marking,; read pages 37,

38, 41 and 42.

5. Answer questions 1 through 5 on page 38 and questions 1 through 10 on page

42. Use separate sheet of paper.

6. Upon completion, turn in answer sheet and documents to the instructor.

7. Isturn the text.
8. Take the LAP test after completion of this LAP and 27.02.02.01. Correct all errors

9. If successfully completed, proceed to next LAP. NOTE: In order to complete

certain documents, you rest use information given on other documents in this

exercise which were previously completed.

principal Authcr(a): T. Preston, B. Egan



27.02.02.01

27.02.02.02.A2 -2
Student: Fitt Code:

Date:
mummist 8/14/75

LAP TEST: RECEIVING DEPARTMENT AND EQUIPMENT
MERCHANDISE HANDLING

1. Who supervises receiving, checking, and marking operations in the small store?

a. any employee in the store
b. receiving clerk
c. manager
d. traffic manager

2. The location of the receiving department should be:

a. in the front of the store.
b. easily accessible to the front of the store but also to the carrier.
c. in the basement of the store, out of the way.
d. on the selling floor.

3. In large stores, one of the three general layout arrangements that may be used in

a receiving department is:

a. storing closets.
b. shelves.
c. a stationary table layout.
d. warehouses.

4. The most practical of all the equipment used in small stores is the:

a. manual gravity conveyor.
b. stationary table.
c. mechanized conveyor.
d. portable table.

5. When a store has a warehouse or service center, what goods are usually not
received there?

a. lawn supplies
b. furniture
c. ready-to-wear items
d. hardware
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Page 2 27.02.02.01.A2-2
27.02.02.02.A2-2

27.02.02.02

6. To whom do you send the completed purchase order?

a. to the purchasing agent
b. to the manager for final approval

c. to the receiving agent
d. to the vendor

7. To whom will the warehouse manager give the stock requisition?

a. to the carrier
b. to the vendor
c. to the material handler
d. to the store manager

8. Where do you send the completed receiving report?

a. to the shipping clerk
b. to the vendor
c. to the carrier
d. to the purchasing agent

9. What merchandise does not require a quality check?

a. listed items
b. branded staple goods
c. appliances
d. furniture

10. You would use a chisel on what type of a carton?

a. pasteboard cartons.
b. wired cartons.
c. taped cartons.
d. wooden cartons.
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27.02.02.01.A2-2
27.02.02.02 .A2-2

LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: RECEIVING DEPARTMENT AND EQUIPMENT
MERCHANDISE HANDLING

LAP 01 1. c
2. b
3. c
4. d
5. c

LAP 02 6. d
7. c
8. c
9. b

10. d
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27.02.02.03.A2 -0
Fib Cody

3/17/75
0061% lishisd

Learning Activity Package
Seiko:

Data:

PERFORMA E ACTIVITY:
Discrepancies and Vendor Returns

NC

OBJECTIVES:

Identify the various types of discrepancies and reasons for filing merchandise

discrepancy claims against vendors.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Complete a student-scorad multiple-choice objective test. Successful completion

is_ eight out of ten ac as.

RESOURCES:

Receiving, Checking, and Marking, University of Texas, 1972.

PROCEDURE:

1. Obtain a copy of the text and go to your study area.

2. Read 04904 39-44.4nd 73774 in the text. Ina -err.

3. Ammer iguestions 1 through 6 on page 40, 1 through 4 on page 44, and 1

through 4 on page 75 on a separate sheet of paper.

4. Upon completion, turn in your mummer sheet to the instructor.

5. Return text.
6. Take the LAP test. Correct all errors.

7. If successfully completed, continue to next LAP.

Principal Auldlor(s):
T. Preston, B. Egan
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27.02.02.03.A2-2

LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: DISCREPANCIES AND VENDOR RETURNS

1. b
2. d
3. d
Lt. b
5. a
6. d
7. a
B. d
9. d

10. b

S 0



tasegow AVIS. 1144snions 11111311

27.02.02.04.A2
Rs Cads

3/17/75
Date Publithad:

Learning Activity Package

Date.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVIT% Marking Merchandiae

OBJECTIVE:

Ids:Ally data needed to properly mark merchandise, correctly identify two types
of price marking equipment and how each is used. Determine the uses of various
types of price tickets and procedures followed when re-marking merchandise.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Complete a student-scored multiple-choice objective test. Successful compl4tSlon

iS eight out of ten items.

RESOURCES:

Receiving, Checking and Markin , University of Texas, 1969.

PROCEDURE:

1. Obtain a copy of the text and go to your study area.
2. Read pages 49 through 58, and page 61 through 63.

3. Neatly answer questions 4, 5, and 6 on page 50, 1 through 5 on paws 53,

1 through 4 on page 58 and 1 through 5 on page 63 on a separate shr:at of

paper.
4. Upon completion, turn in your answer sheet to the instructor.

5. Return text.
6. Take the LAP test. Correct all errors.

Principal Autnnr(a): T. Preston, B. Egan



LAP TEST: MARKING MERCHANDISE

27.02.02s 04 .A2-2



Mountain-Ptains Education 31
Economic Development

Program, Inc.

Mann at Aril, Montana 69231

File Cede: MOZAZAMALC-

DeshAftst 3/17/75

Learning Activity Package

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Monarch Di al -A-Pri car

Data:

OBJECTIVE:

Operate a Monarch Dial-X-Pricer using a variety of labels, tickets, or tags

that can be clearly and legibly price marked to include the various codes

and prices.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Evaluation wil be on the Performance Test at the Unit level.

RESOURCES:

0 eratin Instruction Booklet for Monarch Dial-A-Pricer, Monarch Marking System;

neYBowes,

PROCEDV :

1. Obtain operating Instruction Manual and go to your study area.

2. Read pages 2 through 18, and study all illustratIons. Practice various prices

on monarch marking machine and ust various price tickets.

3. Approach marking machine at any time.

4. Return manual.

5. Take the Unit Performance Test.

6. If successfully completed, ask instructor for each unit test.

7. Upon completion, ask instructor to schedule the course test at the Testing

Center,

PrincipalAmmhorW: T. Pi ton, B. Egan



Occupational Area:
Pile Code:
Name:

1
27.02.02.01

11

UNIT TEST ANSWER SHEET
(Unit Post Test Answer Key)

---2L02.02.00 . 82-2

ANSWERS

1. c 21. 41.

2. 22. 42.

c 23. 43.

4. d 24. 44.

5. a 25. 45.

8. c 28.

___
46.

7. c 27. 47.111
8. a MOIN1111 28. 48.

9. c ______ 29. 49.PPIN.FPNOIIII:

10. b 30. 50.
MM.

b b 31. 51.
IMO

12. d
, 32. 52.=MN

Ii.3. c 33. 53.

14. d 34. 54.

15. d 35. 55.

16. d 36. 56.

17. a 37. 57.

18. c 38. 50.

19. b 39. 59.

10. b 40. 60.

I3.

1

11.02.02.02

1
1.02.02.04

1



sac. MCodin 27.02.02.00.A1-5

Omohiplishok 11P1p&

Family Pay Number: Sex: N F (Circle 1)

UNIT PERFORMANCE TEST: RECEIVING, CHECKING, AND MARKING
(MONARCH DIAL-A-PRICER 023)

OBJECTIVES:

The student will be able to perform the following on the Monarch Dial-A-Pricer #23:

1

ltdpilrlitilgmtgels
3 Load string labels
4 Load pin tickets
5 Adjust printing impression and printing band tension.

TASK:

The student will be asked to set printing
as stated by instructor, as well as print
and 12 pin tickets. The student will set
printing band tension adjustment.

ASSIGNMENT:

bands for date, cost code, and price
15 gummed labels, 12 string tickets,
printing impression adjustment and

CONDITIONS:

The student will not use any references. The student may not receive any assistance

from the instructor or other students. He must use only those resources provided.

RESOURCES:

Monarch Dial-A-Pricer Model #23
Gum labels
String labels
Pin tickets



Page 2 Swim

ova: Osto Pubikket .11113/.24_

codeg 27.02.02.00.A1-5

Family Pay Number: Sex: N F (Circle 1)

PERFORMANCE CHECKLIST:

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

CRITERION
Met Not Met

Objective 1:

1. Set printing head for correct date.

Criterion: Assigned date appears when used.

2. Set printing head for correct cost code.

Criterion: Assigned cost code appears when used.

3. Set printing head for correct price.

Criterion: Assigned price appears when used.

'Objective 2:

4. Correctly load gum tickets.

Criterion: Gum tickets loaded as per manufacturer's

specifications.

.

5. Correctly set date.

6. Correctly set cost code.

7. Correctly set price.

8. Print gum tickets.

o6



Page 3

(Checklist continued)
27.02.02.00.A1-5

CRITERION
Met Not Met

Criterion: Tickets have assigned date, cost code, and price

and 15 tickets are printed correctly.

Objective 3:

9. Correctly load string tickets.

Criterion: Loaded as per manufacturer's specifications.

10. Correctly set date.

11. Correctly set cost code.

12. Correctly set price.

13. Print string tickets.

Criterion: Assigned date, cost code, and price are printed

correctly on 12 tickets.

OBJECTIVE 4:

14. Correctly load pin tickets.

Criterion: Loaded as per manufacturer's specifications.

15. Correctly set date.

16. Correctly set cost code.

17. Correctly set price.

18. Print pin tickets.

Criterion: Assigned date, cost code, and price are printed

correctly on 12 pin tickets.



Page44

(Checklist continued)

27.02.02.00.A1-5

CRITERION
Met

Objective 5:

19. Correctly set printing impression adjustment.

20. Correctly set printing band tension adjustment.

Criterion: Sample label will be printed and inspected for

proper adjustments.

The student must get a score of satisfactory on 17/20 line

items to get an overall score of satisfactory.

8



Sagan: RI oar 27.02.02.03.A2 -2

Dm Data Peightied- 10/3/74

LAP TEST: DISCREPANCIES AND VENDOR RETURNS

1. Opening cartons before an invoice arrives can be bad because:

a. you move the merchandise on the floor to be sold.
b. there is no way of checking for shortages.
c. there is no way of marking the merchandise.
d. there is no way of keeping track of what merchandise is put on the floor.

2. What package should the checking room open first when a bunch come in?

a. It doesn't matter which one is opened first.
b. The largest one.
c. The smallest one.
d. The one with the packing slip enclosed.

3. All shortages, breakages, damages, averages and substitutions should be re-
ported to the:

a. vendor.
b. receiving manager.
c. shipping manager.
d. store manager.

4. If a shipment of goods is shipped by freight and there is a shortage, claims for
the shortage would first go to the:

a. carrier.
b. shipper.
c. consignee.
d. anyone of the three.

5. If a shipper has used heavy wooden boxes when he should have used corrugated
boxes, what should be done?

a. The shipper should be charged back for the difference.
h. Nothing you can do.
c. The store has to take the loss.
d. Refuse the merchandise and send it back.



Page 2 27.02.02.03.A2-2

6. How is a claim for shortages of goods prepared?

a. From the waybill.
b. From the bill of lading.
c. From the packing slip.
d. From the invoice.

7. In large stores, claims are filed in the:

a. traffic office.
b. manager's office.
c. shipping office.
d. checking office.

8. Which of the below is a copy of the charw.back form?

a. Invoice.
b . Waybill .
c. Bill of lading.
d. Packing slip.

9. When goods aro returned °-)r repairs, the manager or buyer usually fills out a:

a. bill of lading.
b . straight charge-bill .
c. charge-back form.
d. memorandum invoice.

10. Before using a container that has been used from a previous shipment, you check:

a. for the correct tape to bind it.
b. for elimination of old shipping marks.
c. to see if the shipper will haul the kind of a box.
d. to be sure that the invoice is in with the returning merchandise.



Thaws 14otandos &
Davelovelleat

Inc.

Olaisew APB. sai
Ll MN\ .

Student: File Cody

Date: 0.40rublisited.

LAP TEST: MARKING MERCHANDISE

27.02.02.04.A2-2

10/3/74

1. When a store manager in a small store writes the unit sellini price on the vendor's

invoice, it is called:

a. wholesaling the invoice.
b. retailing the invoice.
c. prefixing.
d. coding.

2. When using the code of "Money Talks", what is the price of T N Y?:

a. $6.35
b. $5.63
c. $5.36
d. $1.35

3. One type of rubber stamp is:

a. squared.
b. raised.
c. band.
d. egged.

4. A type of rubber stamp adaptable for marking a variety of merchandise is:

a. band.
b. block.
C. squared.
d. raised.

5. The ideal ticket for marking shirts, jackets, suits, and other garments is the:

a. ring seal ticket.
b. wedge ticket.
c. pin ticket.
d. button ticket.

6. The ticket used when items are frequently returned is the.

a. gum ticket.
b. string ticket.
c. ring seal ticket.
d. wedge ticket.



Page 2
27.02.02.04.A2-2

7. Fierchandise which requires a sturdy ticket would use a:

a. hole ticket.
b. gum ticket.
c. pin ticket.
d. string ticket.

8. Which item below is not a reason for remarking merchandise?

a. When merchandise is moved on the selling floor.

b. Roturned merchandise.
c. Markdowns.
d. Markups.

9. A report of change of retail price has:

a. two copies.
b. three copies.
c. four copies.
d. five copies.

10. The second copy of a report of chaflge in retail prim is sent to the:

a. supervisor of the departmiint which merchandise is being repriced.

b. buyer.
c. stores office.
d. marking cr,iiision.



*Want: meow 27.02.02.00.82-2

OmendadaM 9/4/74

UNIT POST TELT: RECEIVING, CHECKING AND MARKING

27.02.02.01

1. Who supervises receiving, checking, and marking operations in the small
stores?

a. any employee in the store
b. receiving clerk
c. manager
d. traffic manager

2. Who does not supervise receiving, checking, and marking operations in a large

store?

a. traffic manager
b- receiving clerk
c. manager
d. receiving sup' .intendent

3. When a store has a warehous:. or service center, what goods is usually not re-

ceived there?

a. lawn supplies
b. furniture
c. ready-to-wear items
d. hardware

4. The most practical al all the equipment used in small stores is the:

a. r anual gravity conveyor.
b. stationary table.
c. mechanized conveyor.
d. portable table.

5. To move merchandise in between floors in large stores what is used?

a. vertical lifts
b . elevators
c. gravity chutes
d. gravity conveyors
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6. To whom do you send the completed purchase order?

a. to the purchasing agent
b. to the manager for final approval
c. to the vendor
d. to the receiving agent

27.02.02.00.82-2

7. To whom will the warehouse manager give the stock requisition?

a. to the carrier
b. to the vendor
c. to the material handler
d. to the store manager

B. To whom do you mail the invoice?

a. to the consignee
b. to the vendor
c. to the carrier
d. to the shipping agent

9, If It becomes necessary to unpack merchandise before the invoice arrives, the
receiving room can:

a. do nothing.
b. waake a blind invoice.
c. make a dummy invoice.
d. take a direct check.

10. Motal band cartors could fly up and out when cut, and the loose ends could cause

injury, especially to the:

a. arms.
b. eyes.
c. hands.
d. chest.

27.02.02.03

11. Opening cartons before an invoice arrives can be bad because:

a. you move the merchandise on the floor to be aold.
b. there is no way of checking for shortages.
c. there is no way of marking the merchandise.
d. there is no way of keeping track of what merchandise is put on the floor.
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27.02.02.03 (continued)

12. What package should the checking room open first when a bunch come in?

a. It doesn't matter which one is opened first.
b. The largest one.
c. The smallest one.
d. The one with the packing slip enclosed.

13. If indications are that missing goods were lost in-transit, a ckim should ba made
against the:

a. shipper .
b. vendor.
C. car rier.
d. consignee.

14. How is a claim for shortages of gooxis prepared?

a. From the waybill.
b . From the bill of lading.
c. From the packing slip.
d. From the invoice.

15. Which of the below is a copy of the charge-back form?

a. Invoice.
b . Waybi II .
c. Bill of lading.
d. Packing slip.

27.02.02.04

16. What information below is not used on outer ready-to-wear?

a. Price.
b. Color.
c. Size.
d. Style.

17. How many general types of rubber stamps are there in use?

a. Two.
b. Six.
c. Four.
d. Five.
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27.02.02.04 (continued)

18. The ticket used on pair items is the:

a. folding pin ticket.
b. gum ticket.
c. hole ticket.
d. ring seal ticket.

19. The ticket used when items are frequently returned is the:

a. gum ticket.
b. string ticket.
c. ring seal ticket.
d. wedge ticket.

20. In large stores, when a price change occurs in the merchandise, a report is
filled out by the:

a. store manager.
b. buyer.
c. general manager .
d. department supervisor.
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UNIT: STOCKKEEPJA

Merchandise muat be properly stored, protected, and accounted for. This helps

prevent lcasse to a business resulting from theft, fire, and damage. It also

makes the merchandise readily available to the sales floor.

PREREQUISITES:

Unit .02 of this course (Recoivinb, (hecking, and Marking)

OBJECTIVE:

Identify tnemethods of storing, protecting, and accounting for merchandi.....!

in a stockroom.

RESOURCES:

Stockkeeping, Distributive Education Instructional Materials Laboratory, Univer-

sity of Texas at Austin, 1969.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

Complete all performance activities in this unit. Take the unit test.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Functions and Physical Characteristics of Stockkeeping.

.02 Arrangement and Protection of Merchandise.

.03 Stock Control Systems

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Score 80% or better on the unit test.

1262MallOVE:

Go to the first assigned LAP.

principal Authorw: T. Preston, B. Egan
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UNIT: BASIC HUMAN RELATIONS

There is a great deal of person -2o- person contact in most marketing occupations.
Therefore, success in marketing greatly depends upon the way a person in a mar-

keting occupation gets along with people.

PREREQUISITES:

Communication Skills at Level E.

OBJECTIVE:

Identify the factors which promote good human relations in marketing occupa-

tions. Apply the factors which promote good human relation in a role-pleying

situation.

RESOURCES:

Psycholog5r and Human Relations in Marketing, Donald D. Hiserodt, Gregg Division/

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1969.

GENERAL INSTR7CTIO4S:

Complete all performance activities in this unit. Take the unit post test

upon completion of LAP .03.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Business Human Ueiations.

.02 Personal Traits Needed in Marketing.

.03 Marketing Attitudes.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Complete an instructor-scored multiple-choice test with 80% accuracy.

Complete the performance test according to the criteria on the test.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

Go to the first assigned LAP.

Principal Author(s): T. Preston, B. Egan
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UNIT PRETEST: STOCKKEEPING

1. The term that refers to the handling of merchandise within the store and moving
it from one place to another as needed is:

a. stokkeeping.
b. marking.
c. receiving.
d. shipping.

2. The buyer has the merchandise quality checked:

a. to see if the shipment of items comes up to specifications and description
agreed upon.

b. to see if the shipment received is the same amount as the shipment ordered.
c. to see if the sizes, colors, and styles were shipped in the same amount as

was ordered.
d. to help when deciding where incoming merchandise is to be stored.

3. A centralized stockroom:

a. has just one room to stock the entire stock.
b. is in the center of the store.
c. has a number of small rooms outside of the store.
d. has two rooms for stock, one in the basement and one on the top floor.

4. A desirable width for stock aisles is:

a. 40 inches.
b. 30 inches.
c. 20 inches.
d. 60 inches.

5. The main types of stockroom fixtures in a storeroom are the:

a. pins and racks.
b. conveyors and elevators.
c. trucks and dollies.
d. hand tools.
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27.02.03.02

6. The location of the fast moving items is:

a. in the departrnent that it belongs in on the selling floor .

b. ,en the top shelves.
c. in movable baskets and tables.
d. in the lower lines or near the aisles.

7. Space in a stockroom is most efficiently Jsed with:

a. movable lines.
b. stationary tables.
c. adjustaoie shelves.
d. trucks and dollies.

8. Wire barriers are good defenses against theft and they also:

a. don't have to be locked all of the time because you can see into the compart-
ment.

b. can be broken down in case of a fire.
c. allow air to circulate and allow light to the storage compartments.
d. will not minimize pilferage.

9. The most important rule to keep in mind when lifting is to:

a. use leg muscles.
b. use back muscles.
c. use arm muscles.
d. use arm and back muscles.

10. How high should a person load a wheeler?

a. No farther than a person can reach.
b. Shoulder level.
c. Four feet.
d. Not over seven feet for clearance.

27.02.03.03

11. The type of stock control which does not necessarily concern itself with units
of merchandise is:

a. Unit Stock Control.
b. Dollar Stock Control.
c. Fashion Stock Control.
d. "Seventh Merchandising Sense" .
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27.02.03.03 (continued)

12. How many general types of work control are there?

a. Twenty.
b. Two.
c. Fifteen.
d. Five.

13. The object of the control that points out slow-moving lines or items is the:

a. control by supervision.
b. dissection or classification.
c. periodic inventory and sales analysis.
d. controls based on model or basic stocks.

14. Most stores take a physical inventory of the merchandise in stock at least:

a. once a year.
b. four times a year.
c. twice a year.
d. three times a year.

IS. The system which will not detect stock shortages is:

a. dissection or classification of a department.
b. periodic inventory and sales analysis.
c. method based on the use of duplicate tickets.
d. method based on the use of duplicate requisitions.
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Occupetluiel Ar
File Code:
Name:

AM
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ANSWERS

27.02.03.01 1. c 21. 41.

2. a 22. 42.

3. a 23. 43.

4. a 24. 44.

5. d 25. 45.

1.02.03.02 6. d 26. 46.

7. c 27. 47.

1.02

1

6. c

9. a

10. b

03.03 11. b

12. d

13. c

14. c

15. a

16.

17.

19.

1 9 .

.0.

28. 48.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:
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IN:notions and Physical Characteristics of Stachkeeping

Identify the for functions of stockkeeping, define the two or types
of stockrooms, and identify the factors to be considered in planning a stockroom.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Complete a stu4mnt-scored multiple-choice objective test. Successful completion

is ei4ht out of ten items.

RESOURCES:

WStoclaplaa, University of Texas, 1969.

PROCEDURE:

1. Obtain a copy of the test, and go to your study area.
2. Read pages 83 through 86, pages 89 through 90 and 91 through 10k.
3. For additional information, study the table on page 97 and the illustration,

on page 100.
4. Neatly answer questions 1, 2, and 3 on page 87, questions 1 and 2 on page 90

and questions 1, 3, 4, 5, and 8 on page 101 on a separate sheet of paper.
5. T in your answer sheet to the instructor.
6. turn text.
7. Take the LAP test. Correct all errors.
8. If successfully completed, continue to next LAP.

Principal Author(s): T. Preston, B. Egan
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LAP TEST: FUNCTIONS AND PHYSICAL. CHARACTERISTICS OF
STOCKKEEPING

1. The term that refers to the handling of merchandise within the store and moving
it from one place to another as needed is:

a. stockkeeping.
b. marking.
c. receiving.
d. shipping.

2. A person has an opportunity to learn more facts about merchandise than any
other work in the store by working as a:

a. stock person.
b. supervisor.
c. salesperson.
d. manager.

3. The buyer has the merchandise quality checked:

a . to see if the shipment of items comes up to specifications and description
agreed upon.

b. to see if the shipment received is the same amount as the shipment ordered.
c. to see if the sizes, colors, and styles were shipped in the same amount as

was ordered.
d. to help when deciding where incoming merchandise is to Ira stored.

4. One type of outflow of merchandise that the buyer supervises and authorizes is:

a. transfer of goods to another department for selling.
b. fast moving goods.
c. reserve stock.
d. warehouse stock.

5. Which one of the below items is not part of a routine physical inventory?

a. Monthly physical inventory.
b. Quarterly physical inventory.
c. Annual physical inventory.
d. Semi-annual physical inventory.

1 04
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6. When a stockroom is located in a small room along the outside wails of the store,
this Is called:

a. a decentralized stockroom.
b. a centralized stockroom.
c. a receiving stockroom.
d. a marking stockroom.

7. A centralized stockroom:

a. has just one room to stock the entire stock.
b. is in the center of the store.
c. has a number of small rooms outside of the store.
d. has two rooms for stock, one in the basement and one on the top floor.

8. A desirable width for stock aisles is:

a. 40 inches.
b. 30 inches.
c. 20 inches.
d. 60 inches.

9. The types of fixtures that allow the best possible use of vertical space are the:

a. adjustable shelves.
b. tables.
c. dollies.
d. conveyors.

10. Thai main types of stockroom fixtures in a storeroom are the:

a . b1 ns and racks.
b. conveyors and elevators.
c. trucks and dollies.
d. hand tools.
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: FUNCTIONS AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERESTICS
OF STOCKKEEPING

1. a

2. a
3. a
Z. a
S. a
6. a
7. a
8. a
9. a

10. a
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Learning Activity Pack

PERFORMANCE ACTIV,ITY: ArrarAgenent and Protection of Merchandise

Recognize vicious ways in which merchandise can be arranged in a stockroom. Be
aware of the hazards that cause damage to merchandise and protection against
theft. Identify general rules for stockroom safety.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Complete a student-scored multiple-choice objective testa Successful completion
is eight out of ten items.

RESOURCES:

Stockkaeping, University of Texas, 1972.

PROCEDURE:

1. Obtain a copy of the text and go to your study area.
2. Read pages 103 through 110, pages 129 through 133, and pages 135 through 142.
3. Neatly answer questions 4, 5, 7 and 9 on page 111, questions 1 through 4 on

page 134 on a separate sheet of paper.
4. Neatly answer the following questions on a.separate sheet of paper.

a. List the five basic rules for handling freight.
b. List the rules to be followed when using tools to unpack merchandise.

5. Turn in your answer sheet to the instructor.
6. late= text.
7. Take LAP test after completion of this LAP and LAP 27.02.03.03.

PrincipsiPothoils): T. Preston, B. Egan
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Learning Activity Package

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Stock Control Systems

OBJECTEVE:

Dem:

Define stock control and identify the two major types of stock control. Describe
the five general types of stock control systems.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Complete a student-scored multiple-choice objective test. Successful completies

is eight out of ten items.

RESOURCES:

Stockkeeeka, University of Texas, 1972.

PROCEDURE:

1. Obtain a copy of the text and go to your study area.
2. Read pages 61 through 62. Read pages 75 through 81.
3. Neatly answer questions 1, 2, and 4 on page 62, then answer question 1 on

page 81, on a separate sheet of paper.
4. Turn in your sumer sheet to the instructor.
5. Return text.
6. Take LAP test after completing this LAP and LAP 27.02.03.02 "Arrangement

amd Protection of Merchandise."
7. If successfully completed, ask instructor for unit test.
8. If successfully completed, ask instructor to schedule for course test in

the Testing Center.

Principal Airthor(s): T. Preston, B. Egan
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LAP TEST: ARRANGEMENT AND PROTECTION OF MERCHANDISE/
STOCK CONTROL SYSTEMS

1. The location of the fast moving items is:

a. in the department that it belongs in on the selling floor.
b. on the top shelves.
c. in movable baskets and tables.
d. in the lower lines or near the aisles.

2. When merchandise is arranged in a vertical arrangement, the smallest size it:

a. it really doesn't matter Just so long as the goods are of the same quality.
b. at the top.
c. starting at the middle and goes down.
d. at the bottom.

3. Which type of goods will be more easily damaged from light?

a. Dry goods.
b. Staple goods.
c. Household linens.
d. Ready-to-wear goods.

4. The most important rule to keep in mind when lifting is to:

a. use leg muscles.
b. use back muscles.
c. use arm muscles.
d. use arm and back muscles.

5. When using a knife or razor blade, how would you handle it to be more safety
conscious?

a. Be sure that the knife blade is not too sharp, so if you do slip it; _!o ur-
self, it won't be too bad.

b. Use another tool instead of the knife or razor blade.
c. Cut by drawing the knife toward you.
d. Cut with the sharp edge away from you.
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6. The type of stock control which does not necessarily concern itself with units of
merchandise is:

a. Unit Stock Control.
b. Dollar Stock Control.
c. Fashion Stock Control.
d. "Seventh Merchandising Sense".

7. The relationship between stocks and sales in dollar stock control is usually
checked at:

a. semi-annual intervals.
b. monthly intervals.
c. annual intervals.
d. weekly intervals.

8. The object of the control that points out slow-moving lines or items is the:

a. control by supervision.
b. dissection or classification.
c. periodic inventory and sales analysis.
d. controls based on model or basic stocks.

9. Most stores take a physical inventory of the merchandise in stock at least:

a. once a year.
b. four times a year.
c. twice a year.
d. three times a year.

10. The system which will not detect stock shortages is:

a. dissection or classification of a department.
b. periodic inventory and sales analysis.
c. method based on the use of duplicate tickets.
d. method based on the use of duplicate requisitions.

0
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: ARRANGEMENT AND PROTECTION OF MERCHANDISE/
STOCK CONTROL SYSTEMS

1. d
2. d
3. d
4. a
5. d
6. b
7. b
B. c
9. c

10. a
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Occupatiobal Area:
File Code:
Name:

UNIT TEST ANIINBR 8/11MT
(Unit Post Test Answer Key)

ANSWERS

1 c 21. 41.

2 a 22. 42.

3. a 23. 43.

4. a 24. 44.

5. a 25. 45.

8. c 26. 48.

7.a 27. 47.

6. c 28. 46.

9. a 2S. 49.

10. b 30. 50.

11. b 31. 51.

12. d 32. 52.

13. c 33. 53.

14. c 34. 54.

15. c 35. 55.

16. 36. se .

17. 37. 57.

18. 38. 50.

19. 39. 59.

10. 40. 80.
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UNIT POST TEST: STOCKKEEPING

1. The term that refers to the handling of merchandise within the store and moving
it from one place to another as needed is:

a. stockkeeping.
b. marking.
c. receiving.
d. shipping.

2. The buyer has the merchandise quality checked:

a. to see if the shipment of items comes up to specifications and description
agreed upon.

b. to see if the shipment received is the same amount as the shipment ordered.
c. to see if the sizes, colors, and styles were shipped in the same amount as

was ordered.
d. to help when deciding where incoming merchandise is to be stored.

3. A centralized stockroom:

a. has just one room to stock the entire stock.
b. is in the center of the store.
c. has a number of small rooms outside of the store.
d. has two rooms for stock, one in the basement and one on the top floor.

4. A desirable width for stock aisles is:

a. 40 inches.
b. 30 inches.
c. 20 inches.
d. 60 inches.

5. The types of fixtures that allow the best possible use of vertical space are the:

a. adjustable shelves.
b. tables.
c. dollies.
d. conveyors.
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6. Space in a stockroom is most efficiently used with:

a. movable lines.
b. stationary tables.
c. adjustable shelves.
d. trucks and dollies.

7. Departmentalized arrangement of stock is:

a. the arrangement of stock into departments.
b. classifying merchandise in groups.
c. arranging merchandise according to stock numbers.
d. stocking merchandise on top of one another but only for one type of mer-

chandise.

8. Wire barriers are good defenses against theft and they also:

a. don't have to be locked all of the time because you can see into the compart-
ment.

b. can be broken down in case of a fire.
c. allow air to circulate and allow light to the storage compartments.
d. will not minimize pilferage.

9. The most important rule to keep in mind when lifting is to:

a. use leg muscles.
b. use back muscles.
c. use arm muscles.
d. use arm and back muscles.

10. How high should a person load a wheeler?

a. No farther than a person can reach.
b. Shoulder level.
c. Four feet.
d. Not over seven feet for clearance.

27.02.03.03

11. The type of stock control which does not necessarily concern itself with units
of merchandise Is:

a. Unit Stock Control.
b. Dollar Stock Control.
c. Fashion Stock Control.
d. "Seventh Merchandising Sense" .
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27.02,03.03 (continued)

12. How many general types of work control are there?

a. Twenty.
b. Two.
c. Fifteen.
d. Five.

t3. The object of the control that points out slow-moving lines or items is the:

a. control by supervision.
b. dissection or classification.
c. periodic inventory and sales analysis.
d. controls based on model or basic stocks.

14. Most stores take a physical inventory of the merchandise in stock at least:

a. once a year.
b. four times a year.
c. twice a year.
d. three times a year.

15. The method that differs from all others of stock control in that it endeavors to
trace each piece of merchandise and record the successive steps in its handling
from the time the order is placed until the order is sold is:

a. sales analysis stock control.
b. model or basic stock control.
c. unit control.
d. dissection or classification control.


